1. INTRODUCTION

As called upon by the promoters of the Austrian Presidency of the EU Council Conference on ‘Impact of Social Sciences and Humanities for a European Research Agenda – Valuation of SSH in mission-oriented research’ it is time to re-load the notion of impact of Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) and to shift away from the traditional pre-dominant defensive stance which SSH research often articulates in the discussion about the impact of research. Doubtlessly, most arguments raised by critical SSH researchers are relevant such as the too narrow focus on economically relevant technologies and innovation, but a defensive stance not accompanied by positive propositions would inevitably lead to a marginalised position which is sometimes already now met with suspicion from policy-makers, but also from fellow colleagues of the so called ‘hard sciences’. Thus, instead to dwell on the embodiment of ‘integrating’ SSH into dominantly technologically-minded projects too long, SSH researchers should shift the notion and the promotion to equally valued contributions of SSH to transformative inter-disciplinary research with SSH at eye-level. This also means to push forward SSH into a driver-seat in addressing grand challenges and in implementing mission-oriented research in Horizon Europe. The challenges are grand because they concern our societies and cultures. Challenges can and should not only be met by providing technological fixes, but by investigating their socio-economic and cultural embedding and structural fundaments and by aiming to identify solutions to these underlying structures. By doing so, SSH research can provide disruptive contributions to break-up with traditional ways of doing things. The political economy in any grand challenge can become scrutinised, but it also needs to be addressed in calls launched under transformative research agendas. This is e.g. true for the political economy of climate change, or the political economy of transportation or health research. The often raised differentiation between an instrumental understanding of SSH and a reflexive understanding of SSH is not helpful in this respect and has to be overcome in transformative research because both aspects (‘instrumental’ and ‘reflexive’) are important. Finally it also needs to be repeated, that innovation and value creation is not just the scope of R&D, sales and marketing (or of Pillar 3 in Horizon Europe), but a social process with various social implications that can be addressed by fields such as anthropology, cultural studies, education, sociology or human and economic geography.

2. A LOOK BACK ON SSH IN HORIZON 2020

Around the peak of the financial and economic crisis around 10 years ago, national research budgets were cut due to financial constraints in several countries (Schögler and König, 2017; EUA, 2011). These cuts were often also addressing the Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) (Marimon et al., 2011; Papanagnou, 2011). Moreover, in the dawn of Horizon 2020, the EU’s 8th Framework Programme for RTD, the role of Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) within the world’s largest competitive research programme was downgraded too (see König, 2019 in these proceedings). It was politically intended to mainstream SSH across the entire Horizon 2020 (European Parliament and Council, 2013) with the consequence of abolishing the specific sub-programme dedicated to SSH topics. These attempts, however, met resistance from parts of the SSH communities because ‘mainstreaming’ often results in ‘capping’. An Open Letter was signed by almost 26,000 people (Rammel et al., 2017), and some of the research ministers from the EU member states were successfully mobilised to express their concerns against this ‘mainstreaming’, which was frequently perceived as ‘downsizing’ of SSH (see König, 2019 in these proceedings).

The protest was relatively successful. SSH research is within Horizon 2020 now covered by six panels in the European Research Council, has a dedicated slot within the Societal Challenges Pillar of Horizon 2020 (however with a pitying marginal budget) and is more or less (with emphasis on ‘less’) sufficiently mainstreamed across the Societal Challenges Pillar. Also the overall mind-set seems to have changed because the inclusion of SSH with a dedicated topical niche within the next edition of the European Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (in addition to its place in the ERC and the still valid mainstreaming approach) was politically almost not contested anymore. This mind-set change, however, does not materialise in a considerable larger SSH budget for its topical niche, but might rather be an indication of a more sober expectation management by R&I policy makers in that sense, that technological fixes without proper consideration of human conditions are not sufficient for tackling grand challenges and inducing transformational changes.

The idea behind this observable mind-change seems to refer primarily to attributing an enhanced support or leverage function of SSH to a more ‘society-ready’ technological development, in order to avoid waste of re-
sources and idle capacities. In this line of argument, the focus remains on the cooperation of SSH with technology-oriented disciplines rather than on strengthening genuine SSH topics in Horizon Europe, the EU’s next European Framework Programme for RTD (2021-2027). The narrative about the potential leveraging function of SSH was already promoted in Horizon 2020 in line with the ‘integration/mainstreaming’ approach. In fact, and this should be appreciated, Horizon 2020 was a pioneer in this respect, while most national technology-oriented programmes still lack a clear commitment to include SSH research strategically, although one can frequently identify SSH related methods, RRI aspects, and claims of social challenges as well as impacts subcutaneously in industry-oriented applied R&D programmes too as evidenced by a study about SSH aspects in projects funded by the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (Sturn and Schuch, 2018).

The popular narrative of the auxiliary function or contribution of SSH to technology-based innovation processes is often framed in the context of inter- and trans-disciplinary challenges (see Graf, 2019 in these proceedings). Especially trans-disciplinarity, which features outreach to and inclusion of non-academic stakeholders and of non-formalized knowledge, is a competence which is sometimes credulously assigned to SSH researchers because of their perceived proximity to social spheres. This cross-academic approach is strongly featured in the pillar “Global Challenges and Industrial Competitiveness” of Horizon Europe, which should encourage cross-disciplinary, cross-sectoral, cross-policy and cross-border collaboration in pursuit of the UN SDGs and the competitiveness of the Union’s industries therein. (European Commission, 2018, p. 17).

This understanding of the leverage function of SSH requires that SSH researchers are capable and professional in meeting and applying state of the art involvement tools. The contribution of SSH to more technological oriented projects and its peculiar value is basically perceived as a project steering and outreach competence, especially if issues of the normal course of life and/or the inclusion of non-academic audiences (e.g. stakeholders, users) are concerned. This understanding became a partially shared reality in many Horizon 2020 projects. In certain research fields (such as “Public Health and Sustainable Development”) the use of transdisciplinary tools is daily business. Often social scientists are charged with engagement processes by applying a variety of process tools such as design-thinking, participatory technology development or multi-stakeholder workshops.

3. FROM INSTRUMENTAL TO COMPREHENSIVE SSH CONTRIBUTIONS IN MISSION-ORIENTED RESEARCH

Clearly, many SSH researchers regard this overall approach to treat SSH research as an auxiliary (or ‘instrumental’) resource for technological projects which address the grand challenges, often as an improper reduction of SSH. This view is not far-fetched, because the grand challenges are grand since they concern human societies and cultures, the ways how we humans interact with each other but also with our environment, how we produce and consume, how we construct meaning and judgement to our actions, and how we reproduce our societies and cultures but also how we change them and our behaviour. Before asking how SSH can mitigate the effort of technological adaptations to social conditions, needs and wants, thus contributing to an innovation race which continuously seems to pick up pace, SSH should also be employed to frame and analyse the wicked problems before a technological solutionism approach (Morozov, 2013) is taken. Unfortunately, calls for proposals seldom ask for this. Especially in Horizon 2020 the scope and the expected impacts of the topics called for, are usually very specifically described in detail and often more oriented towards an end (i.e. a specific output, solution or impact) than a proper problem analysis. Although it could be argued, for instance, that any topic addressed under Horizon 2020 (from “A” like agriculture, “B” like bio-economy, “C” like climate change to “Z” like zero-waste) would at least deserve a proper analysis of the political economy underlying these topics.

Instead, technological solutionism promises quick results and profits and is positively connoted with an attractive entrepreneurial ‘hurray – let’s go for it’ image, which has undermined and captured research policy-making since more than 30 years and which led to the "holy duality" of research and innovation. The concept of “societal readiness levels” is fitting this auxiliary understanding of SSH to leverage the social acceptance of technologies. It should absolutely not be denied that SSH can be very useful in this respect. On the contrary, usage of novelty and accompanying market pervasion (which is the economic essence of innovation) is a social process with various social implications. Innovation research thus can be a subject of business economics, but also of anthropology, cultural studies, political sciences, sociology, economic and human geography and so forth.

Innovation is basically anything new that creates some form of value, and there is no value creation without some sort of uptake. Value can be an economic one but it should not be limited to it. Thinking about innovation should not be reduced to its technical substance, which is often associated with the notion of innovation per se, often in combination with economic value creation, which belittles the contribution of SSH (Bell, 2019 in these proceedings). In fact, these days we are more and more used to think about different types of innovation such as business-model innovations, organisational innovations, public sector innovations, and social innovations. And we know since the fundamental works of Schumpeter, that (some) innovations have the potential to transform the way we live and the things we do, socially and culturally as well as economically.

After some naive R&D policy ‘gold rush years’, characterised by a simplistic understanding of the relationship between research and innovation as linear process in which research is expected to lead to ever higher Technology Readiness Levels (Bell, 2019), there is also increasing awareness that the idea of public support for ‘research and innovation’ should be to support the right innovations and not innovations per se. What “right” means depends on a plethora of views, principles and beliefs and should never be decided in isolation. The important thing here is to understand, that innovation is not only the business of business, but also the business of society. And as a business of society it also becomes a business of SSH research. Bell (2019) calls in this respect for a genuine and broad added-value of SSH for transformative research, starting with the “what if” question, constructing alternative scenarios and by considering also the non-material features of human existence. He furthermore claims that SSH can provide strong contributions to make transformations happen.

The orientation on grand challenges, energised by the ‘missions concept’ in Horizon Europe (Mazzucato, 2018) can be regarded as an indica-
tion of the updated emphasis on the directionality of R&I policies to tackle the ‘right’ issues (e.g. connected with sustainability and/or inclusiveness concerns) with the intention of selecting the adequately ‘right’ R&I projects in service of society. The Lamy-Report (2017) stipulated the need to develop adequate impact oriented RTI policy designs and made the claim that SSH should also act as driver for some missions of the next Framework Programme for R&I (and as contributor to others). In line with this, the European Parliament (2017) argued for a broader and clearer definition of impact by raising awareness on societal, cultural and long-term impacts, while the European Council Presidency (2017) urged in general for a more sophisticated and dynamic approach to impact assessment. These political claims (and others) were taken-up and addressed during the Austrian Council of the EU Presidency Conference on the ‘Impact of SSH for a European Research Agenda – Valuation of SSH in mission-oriented research’, which was organised by the author of this article in Vienna end of November 2018 (König, Nowotny and Schuch, 2019 in these proceedings; Reiter-Pazmany, 2019 in these proceedings).

During the conference it became clear that there is widespread accord among the SSH communities that the impact of SSH research is more direct on society than from other research disciplines, although not necessarily more evident or tangible. This seems to be a basic contradiction, which should be solved to overcome discord and resistance. The impact of SSH research is more direct because the social subsystems ‘Culture’, ‘State’, and ‘Market’ are very often in the focus of SSH research. SSH researchers thus sometimes claim that they, by purpose, are closer to issues such as societal impacts, structuring impacts on policy-making and policies (i.e. political impact) as well as impacts on innovation and economy (see among others Flecha, Soler-Gallart, and Sordé, 2015; Brewer, 2013). For the sake of orientation, Reale, E. et al. (2017) provide a definition of scientific, social and political impact, stating that “SSH research generates scientific impact when it influences the production of further research outputs following new approaches for analysis or based on new results. Changes related to social impact affect the cultural, economic, and social life of individuals, organizations, and institutions. Political impact incorporates the contents of research into political decisions, and motivations and rationales for political action and priority setting.”

4. TRACING AND MEASURING IMPACT OF SSH RESEARCH

Impact tracing, however, is a complex exercise, because it is context specific and there are different understandings of valuation narratives and theories of change of SSH research, which by themselves request thorough understanding of processes and methods in the phases of knowledge production (e.g. co-design and co-creation; inter- and trans-disciplinary approaches; citizen science); knowledge dissemination (e.g. tailor-made transfer mechanisms and formats; media engagement) and knowledge usage (e.g. social innovation; policy advice; evaluation and accompanying scientific research; research integrated road mapping; [public] service engineering etc.) with all their particular challenging aspects. Beck and Boniß (1989) even claimed that interpretation offers partially adopted it as their own.

Also the judgments on the value-for-society vary (Reale et al., 2017). Despite the fact that SSH scholarship is often committed to do research for the good of society, the interest of researchers is often not oriented towards producing usable results, but rather to raise awareness and influence society to create capabilities of self-understanding in different contexts (Reale et al., 2017; Benneworth, 2015; Nussbaum, 2010).

Social impact measurement, which – and this is important to note concerns all scientific disciplines and sciences - remains an unresolved issue in technical terms too. The complexity goes far beyond monetarised approaches such as SROI (Social Return on Investments) or SMEV (‘Socially Modified Economic Valuation’ approach). Tracing, assessment and measuring (centred on the core question ‘What is the evidence for observed effects?’) is not only complex but also exacerbated by metric problems (which apparently materialise at the level of indicators and data basis). Social impact assessments thus focus often more on processes than on results (e.g. engagement with business, government, the third sector, and the public via the media as a proxy for social impact) (Bastow, Dunleavy, Tinkler, 2014). Moreover, there is often a falsified equation of social impact with dissemination or transfer, to which most of the so-called alternative metrics (altmetrics) focus. In Horizon Europe, mostly process and output indicators will be applied to trace the societal impact and policy impact (Van den Besselaar et al., 2018).

Particular challenges for the development of appropriate indicators to measure societal impact include firstly, that the time taken to achieve the actual impact on society is longer than the achievement of concrete results; secondly, that the assignment of social changes is more difficult than the assignment of scientific references or economic attributes. And, thirdly, that the availability and comparability of data to track social and political impacts is severely limited. So far, however, the tracing, assessment and metric question of social and political impact seems to be more discussed and forwarded by the domains of research policy and evaluation research while most SSH researchers from academia have only partially adopted it as their own.

5. CLOSING WORDS

The five missions announced by the European Commission in summer 2019 do not indicate a big change. They all relate to important challenges, for which SSH can make contributions, but not in the driver seat. On the other hand, however, SSH research will also have to keep its promise in thousands of ways to find a new level of interaction with society. This refers to the claim made by König, Nowotny and Schuch, 2019 in these proceedings as starting point for organising the Austrian Council of the EU Presidency conference on ‘Impact of Social Sciences and Humanities for a European Research Agenda – Valuation of SSH in mission-oriented research’, that ‘transformative science must be transformative in a double sense: wanting to exert influence in society but also open to be influenced by society and its needs.’

Such an exercise is not easy and will demand a lot of efforts and creativity. There are for instance still several areas, where the relation of SSH to society is less expressed than one would assume. Such shortcomings
can for instance be found with respect to citizen science or social innovation (Howaldt, 2019 in these proceedings; Anderson, Domanski and Howaldt, 2018; Howaldt et al. 2016), although we find a long tradition of action research which stimulated social action (Gustavsen, 2012), which, however, should not be equalized with social innovation.

These shortcomings, however, also have structural reasons, such as the comparatively low funding fondness towards SSH-driven citizen science projects. Also in the area of social innovation, one can hardly find material or immaterial professional structures within most higher education and non-university research organisations for supporting social innovation. Examples like the “6I research model” at the University of Deusto (Caro-Gonzalez, 2019 in these proceedings) or the Knowledge Transfer Centre for SSH in Austria (Russegger, 2019 in these proceedings) are still the exception and not the rule.
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